
MassHire-Fall River Career Center-Hot Jobs List

11/10/2019From: 12/02/2019To:
Visit us on Facebook for the latest job opportunities:  www.facebook.com/Masshire-Fall-River-Career-Center-503246696769686

JO # JOB_TITLE SHIFT MIN_PAY MAX PAY JOBSWK
HRS/ NUM

FROM TO

Use this address to lookup JO# :  www.mass.gov/jobquest

 1 22.50 22.50
 12894407  1

11/25/19
 40

Hours: Variable
Intermittent schedule from 2 months to 6 months
Duties: Interviews respondents to collect survey or census data as required 2020 Decennial Census.  This is a work at home position. The 
incumbent is responsible for:
Receives detailed training on each field operation to which assigned. Learns the nature, scope and objectives of the operation and 
specific procedures to be followed.
Receives assignments which involve locating households and verifying addresses, and recording data on a census device.
Meets with supervisor at specified times for reviewing and turning in work and receiving procedures and clarification of instructions.
Maintains records of hours worked, units produced, miles driven, quality control results, and expenses incurred in the performance of 
duties.

 FIELD SUPPORT STAFF
FALL RIVER ABORG

 12905277  1
11/29/19

 40

Interviews respondents to collect survey or census data as required 2020 Decennial Census.  This is a work at home position. The 
incumbent is responsible for:
Receives detailed training on each field operation to which assigned. Learns the nature, scope and objectives of the operation and 
specific procedures to be followed.
Receives assignments which involve locating households and verifying addresses, and recording data on a census device.
Meets with supervisor at specified times for reviewing and turning in work and receiving procedures and clarification of instructions.
Maintains records of hours worked, units produced, miles driven, quality control results, and expenses incurred in the performance of 
duties.
Responsible for the accurate and expeditious completion of each assignment.
May be required to participate in recruiting and testing activities, such as distributing flyers or scheduling and administering the testing 

 FIELD SUPPORT STAFF
FALL RIVER KTORR

 12900621  1
11/27/19

 40

Demonstrate knowledge of, and commitment to, agency mission and values.
Demonstrate respect for, and provide information to, individuals regarding human rights, privacy, and confidentiality.
Follow agency policies and procedures, including work schedule, use of time off and ransportation schedule.
Interact verbally in a professional manner with the individuals supported, families, coworkers, supervisors and community members.
Demonstrate the ability to set a side personal prejudices and fears to support individual(s) in taking risks and making informed 
decisions.
Maintain agency standards of confidentiality.
Complete required documentation in a timely and professional manner.
Identify local community resources and ensure individual(s) access to needed local resources on a consistent basis.
Maintain a respectful manner and tone of voice with others.

1ST SHIRFT SUPPORT STAFF
FALL RIVER ABORG

 12900619  2
11/27/19

 40

Demonstrate knowledge of, and commitment to, agency mission and values.
Demonstrate respect for, and provide information to, individuals regarding human rights, privacy, and confidentiality.
Follow agency policies and procedures, including work schedule, use of time off and ransportation schedule.
Interact verbally in a professional manner with the individuals supported, families, coworkers, supervisors and community members.
Demonstrate the ability to set a side personal prejudices and fears to support individual(s) in taking risks and making informed 
decisions.
Maintain agency standards of confidentiality.

2ND SHIFT SUPPORT STAFF
FALL RIVER ABORG
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Complete required documentation in a timely and professional manner.
Identify local community resources and ensure individual(s) access to needed local resources on a consistent basis.
Maintain a respectful manner and tone of voice with others.

 12900617  3
11/27/19

 40

Demonstrate knowledge of, and commitment to, agency mission and values.
Demonstrate respect for, and provide information to, individuals regarding human rights, privacy, and confidentiality.
Follow agency policies and procedures, including work schedule, use of time off and ransportation schedule.
Interact verbally in a professional manner with the individuals supported, families, coworkers, supervisors and community members.
Demonstrate the ability to set a side personal prejudices and fears to support individual(s) in taking risks and making informed 
decisions.
Maintain agency standards of confidentiality.
Complete required documentation in a timely and professional manner.
Identify local community resources and ensure individual(s) access to needed local resources on a consistent basis.
Maintain a respectful manner and tone of voice with others.

3RD SHIFT SUPPORT STAFF
FALL RIVER ABORG

 12871353  1
11/19/19

 40

RALCO Electric & Generator is GROWING and we are looking for GREAT people to join our TEAM!  We have an immediate opening for 
an experienced Accounts Receivable Clerk.
Accounts Receivable & Billing clerk Job Summary:
.Prepares customer billings, processes cash deposits and applies all payments.  Preforms collection functions and provides controller 
with account statuses.  Ensures schedules are maintained, invoices are processed and reports generated in a timely manner.
Accounts Receivable & Billing Clerk Responsibilities:

Processes daily and monthly billing invoices, progress billings, etc.
Researches of customer discrepancies, obtains appropriate approvals to have open credits applied, and, in general, keeps the accounts 
receivable system as clean as possible.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE & BILLING CLERK
WESTPORT INETEMPL

 12879668  1
11/21/19

 38  9:00 am  5:00 pm

Immediate need for and Administrative Assistant for a local Insurance Company
Pay Rate based on Experience
Mandatory Requirements:
Must be proficient in using Microsoft Office suite, including Word, Excel, Outlook
Initiative-taking, dependable 
Solid work ethics
Capable of working autonomously
Multi-tasking, prioritizing responsibilities
Proper telephone etiquette
Reading, writing, and verbal communication 

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER ABORG

 12897499  1
11/26/19

 40

General Job Responsibilities

Provide general administrative and clerical support including mailing, scanning, faxing and copying
Maintain electronic and hard copy filing system
Open, sort and distribute incoming correspondence
Perform data entry and scan documents
Run company?s local errands
Assist sales manager with any inquiries

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER KFRAN
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 1
Prepare and modify documents including correspondence, reports, drafts, memos and shipping documents
Assist HR/Payroll with establishing new hires and newly benefit eligible employees

 12897491  1
11/26/19

 40

The Administrative Assistant is responsible to support a growing strategic and pastoral planning office, enabling the efficient and 
effective administration of the office that allows for a pro-active and responsive environment.

Job Responsibilities:

Provide overall administrative support to the Strategic & Pastoral Planning office including calendar management, communication on 
behalf of the office, asset preparation for meetings (agenda development, hard copy preparation, technology setup, etc.) as well as act 
as the first point of contact for parishioners and clergy (phone and email).
Serve as administrative and logistics support at workshops, parish assemblies and other similar meetings. This entails some night and 
weekend work, as well as potential coordination with facilities, vendors, lay volunteers, local clergy, etc.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/PLANNING
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12880237  1
11/21/19

 40

Description

AccentCare, Inc. is a national post-acute healthcare provider with 45 years of industry experience. We thrive on providing 
patient-centric care and a warm and personalized experience within our local communities.

Your Success is our Success. We strive to provide new employees with a structured on-boarding process to help you become assimilated 
quickly, and cutting-edge tools to make your daily work easier and more efficient. We offer extensive training and a wide-array of 
opportunities for continued education and promotional opportunities.
Position:                      Administrative Specialist
Reports to:       Executive Director

ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST - FALL RIVER,
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12900186  1
11/27/19

 40

Amazon.com is an Equal Opportunity Employer - Minority / Women / Disability / Veteran / Gender Identity / Sexual Orientation / Age

ABOUT AMAZON

At Amazon, we have a peculiar culture built on pioneering into unknown and new frontiers. From selling books to creating the Kindle; 
from making films to launching faster delivery, Amazon reinvents normal. After selling the first book in 1995, we have grown at an 
incredible rate and have become the universe's most customer-centric company. By hiring those who take risks and find fulfillment 
through making the impossible commonplace, Amazon cultivates a culture of innovation. Every employee at Amazon has the power to 
forge their own path and to have a true impact on the business...and we find that exhilarating!
Read more about us at amazon.com/about

AREA MANAGER - FALLS RIVER, MA
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12868283  2
11/18/19

 40

We are currently looking for 2nd shift employees for our Interior Door Shop. The ideal candidate will have some power tool experience, 
and a willingness to learn on the job. Monday-Friday 2:30pm- 11:00pm

Come work for a company awarded "Top Enterprise Manufacturer" by Providence Business News!

Job Type: Full-time

Salary: $15.00 /hour

ASSEMBLY
SOMERSET KFRAN
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 1 15.00
Experience:

 12871650  1
11/19/19

 40

Work Schedule (40 hours): 3:00pm to 11:00pm
Days Off: Wednesday and Thursday
Patrols buildings and grounds and adjacent areas under the control of the Department of Mental Health. Enforces Massachusetts 
General Laws, Massachusetts Motor Vehicle Laws, Department of Mental Health Regulations and Policies. Performs related law 
enforcement duties to insure the safety and security of the institution and the population that the institution serves.
Patrols the buildings and grounds at routine intervals by foot and motor vehicle in order to maintain site/facility safety and security and 
to detect and prevent criminal activity.
Maintains order among visitors, clients and employees. Issues keys, photo identification cards and other means of access control. 
Operates and monitors electronic security and fire detection systems.
Lawfully exercises power of arrest when the facts, information, and circumstances, warrant or require that an arrest be made. Issues 

CAMPUS POLICE OFFICER 1
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12844095  1
11/12/19

 40

 SUMMARY:  The Case Manager works as an integral part of the Program Team. The Case Manager will perform, but is not limited to, 
the following duties: administration of program record-keeping, conducting interviews, intakes, developing, implementing and 
monitoring individualized service plans, case reviews, and advocacy. This position requires home visits. This position may require a 
flexible schedule including 1st and 2nd shifts. The agency has the right to change shifts based on the needs of the organization.   
 
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Position Specific Duties
Conduct screening and intake interviews to determine consumer eligibility for services.
Provide consumer program orientation services and requirements.    
Conduct confidential, quality assessments that are gender and culturally responsive and trauma informed.

CASE MANAGER
FALL RIVER ABORG

 12868172  4
11/18/19

 25

The Collection System Technician performs a variety of skilled, semi-skilled, and manual work in the repairing, cleaning, locating and 
inspection of the wastewater collection system, operate a variety of light construction equipment and wastewater system cleaning and 
maintenance.

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES:
- Responsible charge of operating heavy equipment including a backhoe, combination high pressure flusher and vac trauck
- Perform a variety of construction, repair, cleaning, & inspection work including rodding, hydroflush cleaning, television camera 
inspection & locating
- Assist in maintaining & caring for assigned tools & equipment
- Sit to drive or ride in vehicle, walk, stand, bend, squat, climb, kneel, & twist while getting in & out of trenches, mixing mortar, & 

CDL COLLECTION SYSTEM TECH
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12858935  1
11/15/19

 40

Drive YOUR career to the next level with WillScot!

 

We’re growing our professional driver teams across the US.

   

CDL DRIVER #4380
LAKEVILLE INETEMPL
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 12844058  1
11/12/19

 40

Compassionate care, uncompromising service and clinical excellence – that’s what our patients have come to expect from our clinicians. 
Kindred at Home, a division of Kindred Healthcare Inc., is the nation’s leading provider of comprehensive home health, hospice, and 
non-medical home care services.

Kindred at Home, and its affiliates, delivers compassionate, high-quality care to patients and clients in their homes or places of 
residence, including non-medical personal assistance, skilled nursing and rehabilitation and hospice and palliative care. Our caregivers 
focus on each unique patient to deliver the appropriate care and emotional support to our patients and their families.

The Clinical Field Staff Supervisor ensures the overall coordination of home health services provided to all clients is delivered in a safe 
and effective manner. The role is responsible for facilitating the relationship between referral sources, patients, caregivers, and 

CLINICAL FIELD STAFF SUPERVISOR
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12874752  1
11/20/19

 40

SUMMARY:  The Community Support for People Experiencing Chronic Homelessness (CSPECH) Worker is an integral part of the program 
team. The CSPECH Worker will perform, but is not limited to, the following duties: administration of program record-keeping, 
conducting interviews, intakes, developing, implementing and monitoring individualized service plans, case reviews, and advocacy. This 
position requires home visits and community outreach. When necessary the CSPECH Worker will perform CPR and administer Narcan. 
This position requires a flexible schedule including 1st and 2nd shifts.  The agency has the right to change shifts based on the needs of 
the organization.
 
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Position Specific Duties
Perform street outreach to engage the most vulnerable chronically homeless persons.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT WORKER
FALL RIVER ABORG

 12879657  1
11/21/19

 40

SUMMARY:  The Counselor works as an integral part of the Clinical Team. The Counselor will perform, but is not limited to, the following 
duties: administration of program record-keeping, conducting interviews, intakes, one-on-one and group counseling, execution of 
treatment and aftercare plans and the observation of medications and drug screening. This position will provide oversight of a 
structured setting where the consumers are kept safe and secure in a trauma-free environment; when necessary perform CPR. This 
position may require a flexible schedule including 1st and 2nd shifts which will include some Saturdays and holidays. The Agency has 
the right to change shifts based on the needs of the organization.
 
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Position Specific Duties
Conduct screening and intake interviews to determine consumer eligibility for services.

COUNSELOR
FALL RIVER ABORG

 12843294  1
11/11/19

 40

Empower your Future at USESI!   
     U.S. Electrical Services, Inc. - USESI is the country s largest independent electrical wholesale distributor comprised of 10 regional 
businesses, over 100 years of experience, $100M+ in inventory, and more than 1,500 employees.   
     USESI is looking for a dedicated Counter Sales Associate. This position is located in our Fall River, MA Branch Office and would report 
directly to the Branch Manager.   
     Job Duties Include:  
      * Assist customers at the counter, via email, and phone. 
      * Small project pricing and order processing. 
      * Effectively quote, place, and process orders. 
      * Proactively track orders in computer system for customer and processing efficiency. 

COUNTER SALES
FALL RIVER INETEMPL
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 12900680  1

11/27/19
 40

Crew

Deliver superior service while connecting with our guests and supporting efforts to achieve AMC's financial goals.

Job Description

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
All associates may be considered for cross-training; some may be assigned duties in one or more areas at management discretion. 
General responsibilities for all positions include, but are not limited to:
Exhibit excellent guest service skills.

CREW
DARTMOUTH INETEMPL

 12883677  1
11/22/19

 25

Fall River Public Schools / School Buildings Division Environmental Services
Provisional Junior Custodian
Position Definition: A custodian is the caretaker of the school facility to which (s)he is assigned; and charged with maintaining and 
continually improving that facility as a safe, secure, clean, orderly and functional environment of learning. All duties and responsibilities 
shall be performed in accordance with established standards, procedures and protocols; and within timelines that will not interfere 
with the school?s operational schedule.
General Duties: Duties and responsibilities common to all levels in the Custodial Series shall include but not be limited to the following 
areas:
Custodial Cleaning:
? Cleans and maintains assigned classrooms, dining and assembly areas, hallways, stairways and storage areas, restrooms, locker rooms, 

CUSTODIANS
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12850893  1
11/13/19

 40  8:00 am  5:00 pm

Customer Service position requires the ability to multi task, detail oriented
Necessary computer skills: Microsoft Word, outlook and some excel

CUSTOMER SERVICE
FALL RIVER RTEIX

 12900285  1
11/27/19

 35

Customer Service Rep,  Must have exceptional customer service skills.  Must be at least 18 years of age with a high school diploma Must 
have experience with an insurance agency.   Will answer telephones, fax, counter work and computer.   Please e -mail or fax resumes 
only

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.
FALL RIVER MOFFE

 12880363  1
11/22/19

 40

AmeriGas

AmeriGas is a Drug Free Workplace.  Candidates must be able to pass a pre-employment drug screen and a criminal background check.  
AmeriGas is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Location: Westport, MA, US
Company: AmeriGas Propane, Inc.
When you work for AmeriGas, you become a part of something BIG! Founded in 1959, AmeriGas is the nation's premiere propane 
company, serving over 2 million residential, commercial, industrial and motor fuel propane customers.  Together, our 8,500 dedicated 

DELIVERY REP - BULK
WESTPORT INETEMPL
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 12883657  1

11/22/19
 40

This Job Order was created by MOSES batch to record a Job Development Referral - Hired for this employer.  This is not a traditional Job 
Order.

DIRECTOR OF MAINTENANCE
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12871683  1
11/19/19

 40

Work Schedule (40 hours) 8:00am ? 4:30pm Monday through Friday Days Off: Sunday/Saturday

The Clinical Social Worker D functions as Director of Social Work on the Dr. John C. Corrigan Mental Health Center Inpatient Unit. 
Provides supervision to social work team; lead trauma-informed, person-centered assessment and treatment planning activities and 
ensure the interventions are delivered in accordance with the treatment plan; ensure that the program utilizes evidence based 
interventions &/or best practices; ensure the timely completion of all required paper work. Provides direct clinical services to assigned 
team clients to ensure most appropriate treatment and assessments. Perform utilization review to the team. Responsible for ensuring 
that The Joint Commission and Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) requirements are met and maintained in the social 
work department. Participates in various agency committees including Leadership Committee, Clinical Team Leaders, Quality Assurance 
and Performance Improvement.

DIRECTOR OF SOCIAL WORK
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12894262  1
11/25/19

 40

Driver Helpers, UPS is hiring individuals to work as full-time, temporary, seasonal Driver Helpers, starting mid-November. This is a 
physical, fast-paced, outdoor position that involves continual lifting, lowering and carrying packages that typically weigh 25 - 35 lbs. and 
may weigh up to 70 lbs. It requires excellent customer contact skills and a lot of walking. 
As a Driver Helper you will NOT drive the delivery vehicle but assist the driver in the delivery of packages. 
Driver Helpers usually meet the UPS driver at a mutually agreed upon time and location each weekday (Monday through Friday) and 
typically do not work on weekends or selected holidays. Hours vary but usually begin after 8:00 a.m. and end before 8:00 p.m. Driver 
Helpers must comply with UPS appearance guidelines. 
Driver Helper seasonal opportunities are typically between the Thanksgiving & Christmas Holiday time period
Please fill out the UPS app locations on line. Interviews will be held 12/6/19,  10 -12 and on 12/13/19 10-12

DRIVER HELPERS
FALL RIVER MOFFE

 12900194  1
11/27/19

 40

EHS Specialist

Overview:
Amazon Fulfillment is seeking a full-time EHS Specialist (EHSS) to serve as a designated safety representative for their assigned 
fulfillment center (FC), coordinating and implementing all areas of the Amazon Global Safety Program as directed by the safety 
leadership. The EHSS promotes a positive safety culture while complying with Amazon safety standards and maintaining a safe work 
environment. This includes conducting trainings and coaching associates on observed work habits.

The EHSS is required to maintain accurate daily, weekly, and monthly metrics to report to onsite management teams and corporate 
based reporting systems. The EHSS supports management's efforts to ensure compliance with all corporate Safety Program 

EHS SPECIALIST
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12858401  1
11/15/19

 40

Processes daily ACH debit and credits, ensuring the accuracy of each item posted as well as reviewing critical reports in accordance to 
Neach and Nacha rules and regulations.  
Review and Maintains maintenance reports to ensure changes made are accurate and adhering to the bank’s policies and procedures. 
Main contact for the Merchant RDC system, installing and supporting all clients on a daily basis.

ELECTRONIC ITEM PROCESSOR
FALL RIVER INETEMPL
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 12871626  1

11/19/19
 40

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

? Process Daily ACH Debit & Credits, exceptions, load errors, rejected items & posting to appropriate General Ledgers ? Review and 
balance returns to applicable ACH reports daily & complete ACH worksheet ? Process ACH reject code items, NOC, research & submit 
files through Fedline

Reviews ACH exception Death notifications daily, flags & places notes on account
? Maintains ACH stop payment files for input and accuracy ? Reviews, Maintains, uploads & indexes numerous maintenance reports 
daily ? Installs Merchant RDC system and main contact support for the system ? Other duties as assigned

ELECTRONIC ITEM PROCESSOR
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12883680  1
11/22/19

 40

FALL RIVER PUBLIC SCHOOLSFALL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS POSITION: ELEMENTARY TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS: 1.Appropriate 
Massachusetts License Required 2.Bachelor's Degree.REPORTS TO: Principal JOBS GOAL: To create a flexible elementary grade program 
and a class environment favorable to learning and personal growth; to establish effective rapport with pupils; to motivate pupils to 
develop skills, attitudes, and knowledge needed to provide a good foundation for elementary education in accordance with each pupil's 
ability; to establish good relationships with parents and with other staff members.PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES: 1.Teaches all 
subject areas utilizing the course of study adopted by the School Committee.2.Develops lesson plans and instructional materials and 
provides individualized and small-group instruction in order to adapt the appropriate curriculum to the needs of each pupil.3.Translates 
lesson plans into learning experiences in order to best utilize the available time for instruction.4.Establishes and maintains standards of 
pupil behavior needed to achieve a functional learning atmosphere in the classroom.5.Evaluates pupils' academic and social growth, 
keeps appropriate records, and prepares progress reports.6.Communicates with parents through conferences and other means to 

ELEMENTARY TEACHER GRADE 3
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12897487  1
11/26/19

 40

This role will provide administrative and clerical support for the Engineering department.

Essential Functions:

Oversee administrative activities within Engineering department and provide Engineers with support and assistance
Transfer data from paper formats into computer files or database systems using
Take phone calls, handle correspondences, schedule meetings, take meeting notes
Communicate information inter-departmentally
Maintain files, documents, spreadsheets
Other duties as assigned

ENGINEERING ADMINISTRATOR
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12894408  4
11/25/19

 35 10:00 am  9:00 pm

Position Description/Minimum Qualifications * 

visit households and record responses
input hours

Positions available in the Greater Fall River Area.

ENUMERATOR
FALL RIVER ABORG

 12871632  1
11/19/19

 40

The Facilities Coordinator assists the VP ? Facilities and Security. This role is responsible for ensuring all locations are properly prepared 
for employees and customers, performing hands-on maintenance services as needed, working with vendors including providing 

FACILITIES COORDINATOR
FALL RIVER KFRAN
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 1
supervision/guidance to our vendors during projects. Additionally, it is expected that this position assist with projects that affect the 
department and the Bank, acts as a resource for other team members in the Facilities and Security Department. The position requires 
regular travel to all Bank locations.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Assist the Director of Facilities & Security with facilities & security related issues at all Bank locations
Perform routine preventative maintenance at all Bank locations
Ensures planned maintenance programs, including HVAC, building and grounds and office equipment
Oversee/monitor work being performed by vendors during and outside of regular business hours, as needed

 12871619  1
11/19/19

 39

CortSam, Inc. is currently seeking full and part time drivers who are looking to join our team. CortSam, Inc. is a Contracted Service 
Provider for FedEx Ground and Home Delivery and runs routes throughout South County RI and Southern MA.
Drivers are responsible for safe and timely handling and delivery of packages to businesses and residential areas on their route.
Delivery Driver Responsibilities:
-Safe operation of a commercial vehicle in a wide variety of conditions.
-Completion of all assigned delivery and pickup stops for the day.
-Proper usage of handheld device to record all activity for the day.
-Maintain security of all packages and equipment assigned for the day.
-Ability of lift, bend, carry & load/unload packages as well as follow directions and turn by turn.
Driver Requirements:

FEDEX DELIVERY DRIVER
SEEKONK KFRAN

 12858720  1
11/15/19

 40

Under the direction of Regional Manager/Branch Administration, the Full Time Floating Customer Service Associate is at the forefront of 
customer interactions as part of a branch-based team that provides high quality service that earns the long-term loyalty of our 
customers at various locations, where needed. Leverages communication skills and banking knowledge to engage with customers. 
Understands customer's needs which will provide financial solutions and advice to resolve issues and help customers achieve their 
financial goals. Identifies relationship development opportunities and refers customers to appropriate personnel. Demonstrates a 
willingness to do more than is required or expected by embracing the Bank's mission statement and core values, which will improve 
results and morale as well as create new opportunities.
Knowledge/Skills/Experience Requirements:
Minimum of 6 months of CSA experience in a banking environment.
Experience handling cash.

FLOAT CSA
SWANSEA INETEMPL

 12894240  1
11/25/19

 40

FT Banker-Fall River Robeson St.  (190000GM)

Rockland Trust is currently seeking a Full Time 35 hour a week Banker I to work in our Fall River Robeson Street Branch. This location is 
open 7 days a week so applicants need to be o working consistent weekends.

The Banker I assists the Bank in meeting its sales and service goals by supporting both customer relationship development and 
transaction processing.  Under the supervision of the Branch Manager and/or Designee this position is responsible for conducting 
financial transactions between the Bank and its customers; sales and referral of bank products; promotion and demonstration of digital 
channel usage and providing superior service in a highly professional manner.

FT BANKER-FALL RIVER ROBESON ST.
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12884154  1
11/22/19

 20

Looking to hire a high speed print operator to work in Assonet, MA, part time. M-W 9AM-5PM
Assonet, MA 02702

HIGH SPEED PRINTER OPERATOR
ASSONET INETEMPL
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 1
Part-Time Level III – High Speed Printer Operator
Client requires a high speed printer operator. Requires successfully operating within the following environment:
1. Xerox DP180MX High Speed printers
a. This assumes execution of JES2 Mainframe commands.
2. Folder/Sealer equipment
3. Banding equipment
4. Microsoft Office products (Word, Excel, Outlook)

 12868753  1
11/18/19

 40

Hospice Aide Full Time  (19010890)

What You Will Do:

Provides support services, under the supervision of the appropriate professional staff in accordance with state regulations, assists the 
client or family in the achievement of physical and emotional comfort according to the patient's plan of care.

Essential Functions:
1. Provides personal care services per state/federal rules, regulations, and/or standards.
2. Applies safety principles and proper body mechanics to the performance of specific techniques of personal and supportive care such 

HOSPICE AIDE FULL TIME
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12874955  1
11/20/19

 20

Hospice Aide PRN  (19008885)

What You Will Do:

Provides support services, under the supervision of the appropriate professional staff in accordance with state regulations, assists the 
client or family in the achievement of physical and emotional comfort according to the patient's plan of care.

Essential Functions:
1. Provides personal care services per state/federal rules, regulations, and/or standards.
2. Applies safety principles and proper body mechanics to the performance of specific techniques of personal and supportive care such 

HOSPICE AIDE PRN
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12879846  1
11/21/19

 40

Hospice Case Manager RN  (19010987)

What You Will Do:

As a hospice case manager for Amedisys, you will have a special opportunity to provide, coordinate and direct the provision of hospice 
nursing and palliative care to terminally ill patients in their home.  You will closely collaborate with the attending physician, patients 
and their families, and other members of the patient care team to provide and maintain continuity of patient care to achieve excellent 
pain and symptom management and high quality end-of-life care for the patient.

HOSPICE CASE MANAGER RN
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12879848  1
11/21/19

 40

Hospice Case Manager RN  (19010825)

What You Will Do:

HOSPICE CASE MANAGER RN
FALL RIVER INETEMPL
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 1
As a hospice case manager for Amedisys, you will have a special opportunity to provide, coordinate and direct the provision of hospice 
nursing and palliative care to terminally ill patients in their home.  You will closely collaborate with the attending physician, patients 
and their families, and other members of the patient care team to provide and maintain continuity of patient care to achieve excellent 
pain and symptom management and high quality end-of-life care for the patient.

 12887555  1
11/23/19

 40

Hospice Liaison  (19011125)

What You Will Do:

 As a hospice liaison, you will establish and develop new business contacts; maintain current relationships: develop and implement a 
sales and marketing plan for hospice services to grow market share.

* Forecast needs, set priorities and execute business strategy
* Set and achieve goals for sales revenues.
* Make calls to referrals each day to promote the benefits of Amedisys hospice services.

HOSPICE LIAISON
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12905320  1
11/29/19

 40

Description

AccentCare, Inc. is a national post-acute healthcare provider with 45 years of industry experience. We thrive on providing 
patient-centric care and a warm and personalized experience within our local communities.

Your Success is our Success. We strive to provide new employees with a structured on-boarding process to help you become assimilated 
quickly, and cutting-edge tools to make your daily work easier and more efficient. We offer extensive training and a wide-array of 
opportunities for continued education and promotional opportunities.
Position:                      Medical Social Worker
Reports to:       Director of Patient Care Services

HOSPICE MASTERS SOCIAL WORKER LMSW - 
FAL FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12879850  1
11/21/19

 40

Hospice RN Case Manager | RN  (19010985)

What You Will Do:

As a hospice case manager for Amedisys, you will have a special opportunity to provide, coordinate and direct the provision of hospice 
nursing and palliative care to terminally ill patients in their home.  You will closely collaborate with the attending physician, patients 
and their families, and other members of the patient care team to provide and maintain continuity of patient care to achieve excellent 
pain and symptom management and high quality end-of-life care for the patient.

HOSPICE RN CASE MANAGER | RN
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12858872  1
11/15/19

 40

Description

AccentCare, Inc. is a national post-acute healthcare provider with 45 years of industry experience. We thrive on providing 
patient-centric care and a warm and personalized experience within our local communities.

HOSPICE RN FIELD NURSE PRN - FALL RIVER,
FALL RIVER INETEMPL
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 1
Your Success is our Success. We strive to provide new employees with a structured on-boarding process to help you become assimilated 
quickly, and cutting-edge tools to make your daily work easier and more efficient. We offer extensive training and a wide-array of 
opportunities for continued education and promotional opportunities.
Position:                      Registered Nurse (RN) Hospice
Reports to:           Director of Patient Care Services

 12868597  1
11/18/19

 35

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential duty 
satisfactorily. The requirements listed below are representative of the knowledge, skill, and/or ability required. Reasonable 
accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions to include the following:

1. Personnel

a. Direct supervision of all program staff.

b. Conduct annual Employee Performance Evaluations for all program staff.

HOUSE MANAGER
WESTPORT CARRU

 12905239  1
11/29/19

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative s cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Job DescriptionOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc. is looking for a Logistics Analyst - Transportation to join its 
corporate Supply Chain team, reporting to North American Transportation & Warehouse Manager. This position is critical in providing 
analytical and tactical support to the Transportation Team.  Candidates can expect to work closely with the team s management 

LOGISTICS ANALYST
LAKEVILLE INETEMPL

 12874933  3
11/20/19

 35 11:30 pm  8:00 am

 Machine operator  3rd shift ( Sunday 11:30 pm to Friday 8:00am)- Full time  

Responsibilities & Duties:

The machine operator will check each order and setup the proper machines. The machine operator will check the packages and run 
the materials.

The machine operator will monitor the machine operations, make adjustments, fix jams, and make minor repairs as needed.
The machine may or may not shut off automatically, so the associate must be experienced enough to know when the order is 

completed.
When full, the machine operator will remove the bobbins (10lb / 150x per shift; 30lb / 30x per shift) from the machine and place 

MACHINE OPERATOR
FALL RIVER CAMAD

 12871655  3
11/19/19

 35 11:30 pm  8:00 am

 Machine operator ? 3rd shift ( Sunday 11:30 pm to Friday 8:00am)- Full time  

Responsibilities & Duties:

? The machine operator will check each order and setup the proper machines. The machine operator will check the packages and run 
the materials.

MACHINE OPERATOR
FALL RIVER CARRU
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 3 16.00 14.00
? The machine operator will monitor the machine operations, make adjustments, fix jams, and make minor repairs as needed.
? The machine may or may not shut off automatically, so the associate must be experienced enough to know when the order is 
completed.
? When full, the machine operator will remove the bobbins (10lb / 150x per shift; 30lb / 30x per shift) from the machine and place 

 12871639  1
11/19/19

 40

PURPOSE:

Assists the Marketing team with projects, campaigns, and administration to promote the Bank?s brand, increase sales, and support the 
business lines.

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Responsible for designing, editing and proof reading in house collateral (i.e. brochures, flyers, posters, ads, etc.).
Assist in digital marketing daily tasks (i.e. PPC reports, SEO, creation of display ads, Facebook promoted posts, blog posting and sharing). 

MARKETING SPECIALIST
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12871656  1
11/19/19

 40

Work Schedule (40 hours): 2:45pm to 11:15pm
Days Off: Wednesday and Thursday
As a Mental Health Worker I assigned to group home in the Adult Community Clinical Services (ACCS) program, provides direct care to 
residents in a group living environment, assists in development and implementation of Individual Action Plans. Responsible for 
transporting and/or arranging for transportation for persons served that need that level of service. Acts as advocate for assigned 
persons served, is responsible for all appropriate record keeping to ensure documentation of progress and to ensure compliance with 
existing DMH regulations and program procedures, maintains a therapeutic atmosphere and professional performance. As a Medication 
Administration Program (MAP) certified staff responsible for knowledge and implementation of MAP practices and policies. Assists in a 
teaching atmosphere to educate in areas of rehabilitation such as symptom management, ADL skills, such as personal hygiene, cooking, 
housekeeping, clothing maintenance and nutrition by utilizing individualized or group methods to promote growth and recovery. 

MENTAL HEALTH WORKER
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12858417  1
11/15/19

 40

Performs a variety of duties related to the origination of Residential Mortgages.

MORTGAGE LOAN ANALYST
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12897482  1
11/26/19

 40

We are seeking an energetic, friendly individual with a strong attention to detail. You will be responsible for a majority of the clerical 
work in the school, including handling sensitive documents.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities:

Front desk receptionist responsibilities including greeting visitors, answering and properly routing phone calls to appropriate staff, 
handling mail, etc.
Process student payments, receive checks, credit cards and cash
Data entry into school software, register, drop and enroll students
Works closely with a team of Admission Reps and Financial Aid to coordinate receipt of necessary documents for enrollment, 

OFFICE MANAGER/ADMINISTRATIVE 
RECEPTIONI SEEKONK KFRAN

 12883644  3
11/22/19

 40

Responsibilities: The Overnight Awake Shift Worker must have the ability to work overnight shifts from 11pm to 7am (approximately) 
which include some weekends and holidays.

OVERNIGHT AWAKE SHIFTWORKER
FALL RIVER KFRAN
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 1 15.00
Qualifications: Keyâ??s Overnight AWAKE Shift Worker position is an entry-level, hourly paid employee. High School Diploma or GED are 
required, bachelor's degree in a human services related field is preferred. All candidates must be 21 years of age or older; have a valid 
state driver's license; and, have a legally registered and insured car for work use.
Benefits include: Hourly wage: $15.00, tuition assistance, paid vacation and holidays; paid sick and personal time; training and 
supervision and much more.
ALL SHIFTWORKERS MUST REMAIN AWAKE AND ALERT AT ALL TIMES
Monitor client safety in accordance with program procedures and rules
Conduct proper monitoring (eyes-on) and routine checks to insure safety and well-being of high-risk clients

 12871606  4
11/19/19

 25

FedEx Ground is hiring part-time and full-time individuals to load and unload packages in our fast-paced warehouse environment. 
Part-time employees typically work a 2-4-hour shift per day. Full-time employees work approximately two shifts per day of varying 
lengths. Package Handlers are responsible for warehouse duties including: the physical loading, unloading and/or sorting of packages of 
varying sizes and weights by hand, including lifting, pushing, pulling, carrying, scanning, placing packages, as well as physical bending, 
twisting, kneeling and etc. in a safe and efficient manner. Shifts may vary depending on warehouse package volume and business 
needs.
Package Handlers will receive a competitive hourly rate and are eligible for an attractive benefits package including medical, dental, 
vision, vacation, holiday pay, parental leave and tuition assistance after completion of an eligibility period. Flexible schedules are 
offered at many of our locations and will be discussed during the hiring process.
Individuals who are interested in starting their journey with FedEx Ground must be at least 18 years of age and will be required to 

PACKAGE HANDLER WAREHOUSE
SEEKONK KFRAN

 12883700  1
11/22/19

 35

Looking for Paraprofessional/ Teacher Assistants Register TODAY for our Fall  Fall Job Fair, Wednesday, October 17, 2018 at the Fall 
River City Hall, 1 Government Center, Fall River, MA 02722 at: https://tinyurl.com/y8pmcerv .   Pre-Registered Job Seekers will receive a 
list of employers and positions prior to the Job Fair.

Priority admission for Veterans, 9:00AM to 9:30AM, General Public Welcome 9:30Am to 12:00PM.  

Call Today to attend our First Impressions Workshop on Thursday, October 11, 2018 at 10:00AM!

PARAPROFESSIONAL/ TEACHER ASSISTANTS
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12858718  1
11/15/19

 20

Under the direction of the Branch Manager, Assistant Branch Manager and Customer Service Supervisor, the Part Time Teller provides 
high quality service that earns the long-term loyalty of our customers. Accurately processes various customer transactions. Identifies 
relationship development opportunities and refers customers to appropriate personnel. Responds to customer inquiries by promptly 
answering questions, resolving routine problems or referring our customers and new business to the appropriate service personnel. 
Demonstrates a willingness to do more than is required or expected by embracing the Bank's mission statement and core values, which 
will improve results and morale as well as create new opportunities.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT AND SERVICE
A. Consistently provides quality service in a professional manner:
Adheres to customer service standards

PART TIME TELLER
SWANSEA INETEMPL

 12851002  1
11/13/19

 40

Patient Care Technician (PCT)

Joining DaVita as Patient Care Technician (PCT) is an exciting opportunity to jump start your career in the health care industry.  With 

PATIENT CARE TECHNICIAN PCT
DARTMOUTH INETEMPL
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 1
three months of paid, extensive training, you will gain the skills needed to care for our patients and build a network of other healthcare 
professionals across the geography where you live. Once you have successfully completed training, you will join a holistic team of care 
professionals - including nurses, dieticians, social workers, and other experienced PCTs - to care for our patients. It's not a job, it's giving 
life and a career based on passion and purpose.
Our PCTs also find DaVita professionally fulfilling.  To help advance your career, we offer clear paths to higher levels of responsibility 
and compensation by becoming a PCT II or PCT III.  We also offer tuition reimbursement for Nursing School, dedicated training to 
become a Facility Administer, and training to become a Regional Operations Director. Your success is driven by your performance and 

 12868402  1
11/18/19

 33

Description
Schedule is Mon 7a-9a&3p-11p; Wed 6:30a-9:30a&3p-8:30p; Sat 3p-11p; Sun 4p-10p

At LifeStream, Inc. we firmly believe that our employees drive our success as an organization.  If you are someone looking to make a 
difference in the lives of individuals with disabilities, we would love to have you on our team!

We are hiring full and part-time Personal Advocates (PA) to provide assistance to individuals we serve with daily living skills, including 
emotional and social support, in their homes and in the community.

No experience is required to qualify for these positions within the agency.  You need a high school diploma or GED, a valid driver?s 

PERSONAL ADVOCATE
FALL RIVER CARRU

 12894372  1
11/25/19

 40

About Massachusetts Association of Insurance Agents Inc
The Massachusetts Association of Insurance Agents (MAIA) is a non-profit trade association serving nearly 1,200 Massachusetts 
independent insurance agencies and their estimated 9,000+ employees. MAIA offers advocacy & promotion, quality education, and key 
insights & advice. MAIA also offers its members essential insurance markets & products through its wholly owned subsidiary, Number 
One Insurance Agency. Number One serves and protects its clients, and its profits help support MAIA?s mission to strengthen and 
elevate the independent agency system in Massachusetts.
Job Description
NOTE:  This employment opportunity is not with MAIA, but with its member agencies located in the South Coast region of MA. Nearly 
every independent insurance agency employs one or more Personal Lines Customer Service Representatives, and several agencies in 
the South Coast area have openings.

PERSONAL LINES CSR
FALL RIVER ABORG

 12894260  1
11/25/19

 40

Personal Vehicle Driver, UPS is hiring individuals to work as full-time, temporary, seasonal Personal Vehicle Drivers. Driving their own 
personal vehicle. This is a physical, fast-paced, outdoor position that involves continual lifting, lowering and carrying packages that 
typically weigh 25 - 35 lbs. and may weigh up to 70 lbs. Personal Vehicle Drivers must have excellent customer contact. Qualified 
applicants must have a valid driver?s license issued in the state that they live. Personal Vehicle Drivers are expected to comply with UPS 
appearance guidelines and wear the company-provided uniform. Full-time UPS employees work eight or more hours each weekday 
(Monday through Friday or Tuesday through Saturday Please fill out the UPS app locations on line. Interviews will be held 12/6/19 10 
-12 and on 12/13/19,  10 am - 12 pm

PERSONAL VEHICLE DRIVER
FALL RIVER MOFFE

 12905296  1
11/29/19

 40

Physical Therapist/PT 40hrs Fall River, MA (375280-6040 )

What makes Kindred Healthcare a great place to work? Our people, of course! Our therapists answer this special calling because they 
have a fundamental, internal drive to directly help people. In return, we serve, develop and respect our employees in environments 
created to optimize their job effectiveness, experience, and satisfaction. This is who we are.

Who are you? To succeed in our high-energy, high-reward environment, our therapists provide compassionate rehabilitation care and 

PHYSICAL THERAPIST/PT 40HRS FALL RIVER,
FALL RIVER INETEMPL
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 1
deliver exceptional patient experiences, meaningful outcomes, and bonds for life. The goal of inpatient rehabilitation is to help your 
patients live as independently as possible through specialized treatment programs.

 12904924  1
11/28/19

 40

Job ID: 163099
P.J. Keating Company, a CRH company, is a leading manufacturer of aggregate and HMA products and Paving and Construction in 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island. We operate aggregate and Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) production facilities in Acushnet, Dracut, and 
Lunenburg, Massachusetts as well as Cranston, Rhode Island. Our modern facilities, veteran paving crews, experienced construction 
management team and large investment in plants and equipment make us one of the largest and most efficient producers in the state 
of Massachusetts as well as one of only two RIDOT approved stone suppliers in the state of Rhode Island.
Are you looking for opportunities and benefits of a large corporation with a small company feel? Then P.J. Keating Company and CRH is 
the company for you! If youre up for a rewarding challenge, we invite you to take the first step and apply today!
Primary Responsibilities
Ensures the safety of crew members and the public on all projects.

PROJECT SUPERINTENDENT - ACUSHNET, 
MA-16 ACUSHNET INETEMPL

 12850728  1
11/13/19

 40

Are you looking for a growth opportunity?  This could be it.  We are accepting resumes for a Residential Loan Servicer.  
The residential Loan servicer is a key team player who is responsible for the following:  
Enters Residential mortgage / consumer loan data into COCC including: loan / mortgage payments, name / address changes, loan / 
mortgage, payoffs, process new loan funding, process monthly condo fees, and other file maintenance.

RESIDENTAL LOAN SERVICER
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12871634  1
11/19/19

 40

Residential Loan Service, We are recruiting for. Please attend the Spring Job Fair, Please attend the MassHire Fall River Career Center 
Spring Job Fair on Wednesday, May 8, 2019, 9:00AM-9:30AM admission for Veterans, 9:30AM to 12:00PM for the General Public.  
Pre-Registration available at https://tinyurl.com/y5za3k2n.    Pre-Registered Job Seekers will receive a list of Job Titles available and a 
map showing where employers are located prior to the event.  Learn how to work a Job Fair by attending one of the MassHire Fall River 
Career Centers ?Job Fair Essentials Workshops?.  To attend one of these workshops call 508-730-5000.

RESIDENTIAL LOAN SERVICE
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12887885  1
11/23/19

 40

Job Summary
Here's your opportunity to join an unstoppable team at a company that's setting a new standard in wireless. This position puts you on 
the leading edge of a brand that is changing the way people live, work and play.
As a Sprint Retail Sales Consultant, you are a wireless expert. This means you have the power to connect customers to the people, 
places and things that matter most. You move Sprint's Brand forward by delivering an unmatched customer experience. You are a 
guide, a guru, a virtual Jedi master of wireless mobility. You stay current with the latest technologies and trends. You deliver the whole 
package products, plans and service like nobody's business. Best of all, when you're doing what you do best (being awesome), you're 
nailing Sprint's customer satisfaction and growth goals and having fun while doing it. Did we mention you do this with other great 
people who complete the circle of awesomeness? We call them your Sprint Retail team.
You are the Sprint face to the customer and as such, you are the walking embodiments of the brand and our commitment to provide 

RETAIL SALES CONSULTANT
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12871447  1
11/19/19

 40

Job Summary
Here's your opportunity to join an unstoppable team at a company that's setting a new standard in wireless. This position puts you on 
the leading edge of a brand that is changing the way people live, work and play.
As a Sprint Retail Sales Consultant, you are a wireless expert. This means you have the power to connect customers to the people, 
places and things that matter most. You move Sprint's Brand forward by delivering an unmatched customer experience. You are a 

RETAIL SALES CONSULTANT
DARTMOUTH INETEMPL
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 1
guide, a guru, a virtual Jedi master of wireless mobility. You stay current with the latest technologies and trends. You deliver the whole 
package products, plans and service like nobody's business. Best of all, when you're doing what you do best (being awesome), you're 
nailing Sprint's customer satisfaction and growth goals and having fun while doing it. Did we mention you do this with other great 
people who complete the circle of awesomeness? We call them your Sprint Retail team.
You are the Sprint face to the customer and as such, you are the walking embodiments of the brand and our commitment to provide 

 12896919  1
11/26/19

 40

WELCOME TO SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
Sherwin-Williams is the largest paints and coatings company in the world. With $15.8 billion in sales, more than 4,100 stores, and 140 
manufacturing and distribution centers worldwide. Our 60,000 employees across the globe are diverse, innovative and passionate. With 
a variety of rewarding and challenging opportunities, Sherwin-Williams is a great place to launch and grow a career. Find yours and join 
us today.

This position is responsible for supporting the sales efforts at a Sherwin-Williams paint store, servicing wholesale and retail customers. It 
will assist customers in person and over the phone by determining needs and presenting appropriate products and services. This 
involves ensuring that sales transactions are completed accurately, maintaining accurate work order files and formulas, pulling 
appropriate products from the sales floor or warehouse, and tinting and mixing them to customer specifications. This position will also 

SALES ASSOCIATE
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12883686  1
11/22/19

 40

The role of the School Administrative Manager (SAM) is to oversee and coordinate non-instructional administrative duties within grade 
level offices at Durfee High School.

Preferred Qualifications:
? Bachelor?s Degree
? Excellent organizational and communication skills;
? Demonstrated skills in Microsoft Office suite, MUNIS, Aspen X2 and other software applications;
? Demonstrated ability to multi-task in a time-sensitive work environment;
? Ability to maintain confidentiality is required. .

SCHOOL ADMIN. MANAGER
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12897289  1
11/26/19

 25

$1,000 SIGN-ON BONUS!!

A school bus driver?s main purpose is to safely pick up students at stops along established routes, drop them off at school and return 
them to their homes on a daily basis in a timely manner. They may also transport students and faculty to special events, such as field 
trips or sporting events.

RESPONSIBILITIES of the Job:

Safely operate a school bus to and from school
Perform daily vehicle pre & post-inspections

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
SOMERSET FSOUS

 12850838  1
11/13/19

 20

Driver Job Description 
 
Van Pool Transportation is dedicated to providing a superior level of special transportation services to our schools, students and 
communities. Critical to our success is the performance of our drivers and monitors. This job description summarizes some of the duties 
and responsibilities our drivers and monitors are expected to fulfill. You may be needed to perform other duties and responsibilities as 
the situation dictates or as assigned by your supervisor. 

SCHOOL VAN DRIVER
FALL RIVER RTEIX
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 1 16.20 15.00
 
Essential Job Duties 
? Safely operate a motor vehicle, in accordance with all State and Federal traffic laws, while driving school-aged children.  
? Safely operate a variety of vehicles, including sedans, mini-vans, full size passenger vans, and wheelchair vans. 

 12894370  1
11/25/19

 40

Experienced Seamstress or Tailor
Employer is willing to consider part-time as well
 
Award-winning men's store has an immediate opening experienced seamstress or tailor. This is a permanent position, and we will 
consider both full-time applicants.
 
This is a job for an experienced professional. Some of the alterations are on retail clothing bought at our store or elsewhere, and some 
of the alterations are quick, temporary alterations on our tuxedo and suit rentals. Working on all forms of men's/women's clothing, you 
will be working on industrial single-needle, blind-stitch and overlock sewing machines. The successful candidate will be hired for a trial 
period, during which time you will be expected to demonstrate whether or not you have the skills, speed and temperament the job 

SEAMSTRESS OR TAILOR
ACUSHNET SMART2

 12843383  1
11/11/19

 40

* Observes and reports activities and incidents at an assigned client site, providing for the security and safety of client property and 
personnel.
     * Makes periodic patrols to check for irregularities and to inspect protection devices and fire control equipment.
     * Preserves order and may act to enforce regulations and directives for the site pertaining to personnel, visitors, and premises.
     * Controls access to client site or facility through the admittance process
     * Patrols assigned site on foot or in vehicle; checks for unsafe conditions, hazards, unlocked doors, security violations, blocked 
entrances and exits, mechanical problems, and unauthorized persons.
     * Protects evidence or scene of incident in the event of accidents, emergencies, or security investigations.
     * Responds to incidents of fire, medical emergency, bomb threat, flooding, water discharge, elevator emergency, hazardous 
materials, inclement weather, and other incidents.

SECURITY OFFICER - SUSA
FALL RIVER INETEMPL

 12904977  1
11/28/19

 40

Job Summary
Now is your chance to move forward with a company that's constantly creating awesome solutions that deliver amazing experiences. In 
this position, you have the opportunity to challenge yourself and help your peers grow, too.As a Sprint Senior Retail Consultant, you are 
a captain of change. You lead your Sprint Retail team to victory on the sales floor by sharing proven techniques for success with your 
store manager. You make honest connections with your customers and your co-workers. You stay current with the latest technologies 
and trends and have the answers to even the most complex requests. You deliver the whole package products, plans and service like 
nobody's business. Best of all, when you're doing what you do best (being awesome), you're nailing Sprint's customer satisfaction and 
growth goals and having fun while doing it.You are the Sprint face to the customer and as such, you are the walking embodiments of 
the brand and our commitment to provide our customers the best possible offer to fit their needs. Great products, great plans, 
comparable network and outstanding customer experience.We reward you for your effort with a great total rewards package including 

SENIOR RETAIL CONSULTANT
DARTMOUTH INETEMPL

 12858597  1
11/15/19

 40

Job Summary
Now is your chance to move forward with a company that's constantly creating awesome solutions that deliver amazing experiences. In 
this position, you have the opportunity to challenge yourself and help your peers grow, too.As a Sprint Senior Retail Consultant, you are 
a captain of change. You lead your Sprint Retail team to victory on the sales floor by sharing proven techniques for success with your 
store manager. You make honest connections with your customers and your co-workers. You stay current with the latest technologies 
and trends and have the answers to even the most complex requests. You deliver the whole package products, plans and service like 
nobody's business. Best of all, when you're doing what you do best (being awesome), you're nailing Sprint's customer satisfaction and 

SENIOR RETAIL CONSULTANT
FALL RIVER INETEMPL
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growth goals and having fun while doing it.You are the Sprint face to the customer and as such, you are the walking embodiments of 
the brand and our commitment to provide our customers the best possible offer to fit their needs. Great products, great plans, 
comparable network and outstanding customer experience.We reward you for your effort with a great total rewards package including 

 12883724  4
11/22/19

 25

Responsible for following all safety programs and procedures.
Maintains a high state of safety awareness:
Follows all rack handling and dock plate procedures.
Observes proper lifting technique.
Pays special attention when walking or climbing stairways.
Is alert to movement of materials, condition of walking surface and other people in order to prevent possible collision or accidents.
Keeps hands, body and clothing clear of moving machinery.
Is at all times cognizant of personal and food safety. If any problem (or potential problem) arises, elevates to Supervisor immediately or 
in a timely fashion, depending on severity of problem.
Selects, counts, and moves trayed product from staging area and loads into trailers the quantities as required per the shipping orders. 

SHIPPERS
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12883698  1
11/22/19

 40

The Superintendent of Schools announces the following vacancy within the Fall River School System:
POSITION: TEACHER OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS ? INCLUSION
QUALIFICATIONS:
? A Bachelor's or Master's Degree from an accredited college or university with a major
emphasis on Special Education.
? Appropriate Massachusetts
? Preference will be given to those candidates who present evidence of substantial experience in regular and/or special education 
settings.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
? Direct assignment to the building principal for routine administrative matters and to the

SPECIAL EDUCATION INCLUSION TEACHER
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12836341  1
11/10/19

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative s cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Job DescriptionThe Finance team at Ocean Spray is currently looking to add a Senior Business Analyst to their 
growing team. The position is located at our Corporate Office in Lakeville, MA. This finance role supports the Innovation and Marketing 
teams for new product/business opportunities.  This includes providing timely and relevant financial analysis to support the 

SR. BUSINESS ANALYST, CORPORATE FINANCE
LAKEVILLE INETEMPL

 12868286  4
11/18/19

 25

Job Summary:
To maintain a high level of customer service while pricing, stocking and rotation of merchandise in the Grocery Department; to maintain 
a neat, clean and visually appealing department and to perform other tasks as required in an efficient and safe manner, within 
Company policy.

Essential Job Functions:
The essential job functions of this position include, but are not limited to, the following:

STOCKING CLERK
FALL RIVER KFRAN
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Ability to proficiently read, write, speak, analyze, interpret, and understand the English language.
Ability to perform basic math skills.

 12897459  1
11/26/19

 40

High school diploma or equivalent.Completion of receptionist certification program or related training program preferred.1-2 years of 
related experience preferred.Knowledge of computer keyboarding, typing and filing required.Strong communication skills, both written 
and spoken.Ability to relate well to others.Ability to work in a fast paced environment.Ability to prioritize and multi-task required.At 
least 2 years of related experience required.REPORTS TO: Site Leaders SUPERVISION: NoneROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: While actual 
roles and responsibilities will vary depending on individual circumstances, the Receptionist will generally be required to perform some 
or all of the following tasks. Note that this list in not all-inclusive and that the administrator may also assign other tasks he/she deems 
appropriate.1.Organizes and expedites the flow of work through the main office.2.Performs a wide variety of skilled secretarial and 
clerical duties, including, but not limited to, proofreading, filing, completing lunch count, tardy slips, and class attendance 
sheets.3.Assists faculty in copying instructional materials as requested.4.Receives and routes all incoming calls and relays all phone 
messages to appropriate staff in a timely fashion.5.Screens visitors, ensures visitors are identified and visitor information is logged and 

SUBSTITUTE RECEPTIONIST
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12904941  1
11/28/19

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative s cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Job DescriptionThe Quality team at Ocean Spray is looking for a Supplier Quality Senior Scientist! The position is 
located at our corporate office in Lakeville, MA.A Day in the Life of a Supplier Quality Senior Scientist:  Works across Corporate and 
plant Quality teams, Product Development, Research Sciences and Procurement to initiate all ingredient and packaging supplier 

SUPPLIER FOOD SAFETY AND QUALITY 
ASSURAN LAKEVILLE INETEMPL

 12883669  1
11/22/19

 40

Job Description: To improve learning outcomes for students by servicing and maintaining technology equipment and software 
throughout the district.

Performance Responsibilities:

Installs, configures and upgrades operating systems and software, using standard business
and administrative packages; may modify specific applications for use in operational

departments.

TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT TECHNICIAN
FALL RIVER KFRAN

 12874703  1
11/20/19

 40

At Amazon, we're working to be the most customer-centric company on earth. To get there, we need exceptionally talented, bright, 
and driven people. Amazon's Transportation Operations Management team is seeking a highly skilled and motivated leader to drive 
large scale process standardization and lead dynamic teams in an ambiguous environment. The Transportation Area Manager (TAM) 
will serve an advisory role and act as the primary point of contact for a designated region's Commercial Motor Vehicle (CMV) training 
and operational needs. The TAM will be responsible for ensuring a designated region obtains the required training on compliance and 
safety related functions to safely and successfully execute CMV operations.

The TAM will possess tremendous follow-through skills, sound judgement and the ability to "roll up their sleeves" to support and drive 
execution of CMV operations within a geographic region.

TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT SPECIALIST AM
FALL RIVER INETEMPL
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 12894301  1
11/25/19

 40

Gladding-hearn Shipbuilding, Duclose Corporation, places a premium on our people - men and women sharing knowledge from various 
fields of expertise who continually find better ways to make vessels, our customers and each other more successful. With support from 
in-house naval architecture and engineering capabilities and some of the most advanced shipbuilding technology, you team with and 
learn from experienced designers, shipfitters, Welders, outfitters, and office personnel to build a varity of world class commercial 
vessels 
POTENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES ARE AVAILABLE FOR: Laborer
Steel and Aluminum Fitters and Welders
Pipe Fitters, Electricians, Carpenters, CAD Draftsmen, NC Plasma Operators, Insulaters, Mechachics, Painters Apply on line at 
www.glading-hearm.com

VAIOUS SHIP BUILDING POSITIONS
SOMERSET RTEIX

 12883721  1
11/22/19

 40

Employer is actively looking to fill several open positions in the Lakeville location;
Full Time Warehouse Associate
Part Time Warehouse Associate (m-F 3:00pm-6:00PM)
Part Time Security /Loss Prevention Officer
Forklift Operator
Facilities Cleaner
Lead Distribution Center

VARIOUS
LAKEVILLE KFRAN

 12844472  4
11/13/19

 25

In Fall River, MA, Veolia operates water facilities: a 30.9-MGD pure oxygen secondary-activated sludge wastewater treatment plant, 
15-dry-to-per-day multiple hearth furnace, 14 pump stations and a regional collection system. In addition, Veolia conducts industrial 
pretreatment program analyses and river sampling, and performs collection system rehabilitation, CSO tunnel management and 
5,000-dry-tons-per-year sludge incineration and disposal.

To support these operations, Veolia is seeking an Operations Supervisor who will plan and coordinate activities of workers to operate 
and maintain wastewater treatment, processing, disposal and testing equipment in wastewater treatment facility to purify water to 
meet permit requirements and operational requirements. This is a variable shift position who will work some nights and weekends to 
support 24 hour operations.

WASTEWATER OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR
FALL RIVER INETEMPL
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